
Installation Guide  for:



Dear Boston Pizza Franchisee,

Thank you for your purchase of the AFER® System.  You are now only a few short 
steps away from lowering your CO emissions and lowering your fuel consumption. 
This installation guide has been developed specifically for Boston Pizza locations.  
If at anytime during the installation you have any questions please do not hesitate 
to call us toll free at 1-855-339-AFER (2337) or email us at info@aferinc.com.

Sincerely,

The AFER® Team



Getting Started

❖ It is recommended that you install the AFER® System first thing in the 
morning before the kitchen appliances are turned on.

❖ Please use caution when moving kitchen appliances to access to fuel lines.  
The help of a co-working is recommended.

❖When fastening the AFER® System to your fuel lines, please tighten to a level 
that will only prevent the System from sliding. Do not over tighten!!

❖ Keep in mind that the AFER® System must be on the fuel line within six feet 
of combustion to work. 

❖A cordless power drill will help speed up the process of application.

  



Grill Application

❖Check for safety cord if Grill is on wheels.
❖Carefully slide Grill out to gain access to the fuel line located on the back.
❖Place two collars on the fuel line.
❖Move Grill back into place.



Deep Fryer Application

❖Check for safety cord if Deep Fryer is on wheels.
❖Carefully slide out the Deep Fryer to gain access to the fuel lines(there are two) located on 

the back. 
❖Place two collars on each of the fuel lines.
❖Move Deep Fryer back into place 



Stove Application

❖Check for safety cord if Stove is on wheels.
❖Carefully slide Stove out to gain access to the fuel line located at the back.
❖Place two collars on the fuel line.
❖Move Stove back into place.



Pizza Oven Application

❖ Locate the fuel lines on back of the Pizza Ovens (there are three).
❖Place two collars on each of the three fuel lines



Domestic Hot Water Application

❖Domestic Hot Water does not need to be off when applying the AFER® 
System

❖Locate the fuel line on the Domestic Hot Water tank. 
❖Place two collars on the fuel line



HVAC Application

❖HVAC Units do not need to be off when applying the AFER® System
❖Please use extreme caution when accessing HVAC units on the roof
❖Follow the fuel line (yellow) to the where it enters the HVAC unit
❖Place two collars on the fuel line.



This completes the installation of the AFER® System.  You are 
now successfully using less fuel and are lowering your emissions 
to the benefit of our Planet.

  Thank you for your purchase, we appreciate your business. 


